A CUMULATIVE CASE FOR
BIBLICAL CHRISTIANITY
By James M. Rochford
Why should we believe that Christianity is really true? Is this something that we
take on blind faith, or are there good reasons to trust our lives and eternities to
Christ?
Instead of offering one knockdown argument for Christ, we should instead
consider a cumulative case. In a court of law, a jury will consider multiple and
independent lines of evidence to reach a verdict of conviction or innocence. Similarly,
we should think through several arguments in concert with one another to reach a
verdict about Christianity.

SECTION 1: Evidence from Personhood
Perception of equality. Do you believe that all people were created equal? The
Christian worldview affirms the equality of all people (Gal. 3:28), because we were all
made in God’s image (Gen. 1:27; Jas. 3:9) and Jesus values us enough to die for
everyone on Earth (Jn. 3:16; Gal. 2:20). If this is true, then equality is both objective
and incredibly valuable. Yet if God doesn’t exist, why believe that all people truly
have equal worth?
Surely not all people are all physically or intellectually equal. The physicist Stephen
Hawking is not intellectually equal with Lebron James, and Lebron James is not
athletically equal with Stephen Hawking. If these men were truly equal, then Stephen
Hawking should have an equal opportunity in trying out for the NBA, and Lebron
should have just as much of a chance publishing popular books on astrophysics. So in
what sense are these two men equal? Atheist Ayn Rand admits, “Egalitarianism
[equality] is so evil—and so silly—a doctrine that it deserves no serious study or
discussion.”1 If there is no God, then Rand is right. We might still affirm the equality
of all people, but we would have no basis for doing so. However, if God does exist and
if he values all people, equality would be both objective and important.
Perception of morality. The Bible states that God has placed a moral law in the heart
of all human beings (Rom. 1:19; 2:14-15), because God himself is a moral being (Hab.
1:13). Humans can perceive this moral law, but sometimes wonder if this could exist
without God? If there is no God, then the same blind cosmic machine that evolved
the fungus on our feet also produced our family members. Nature does not in any way
differentiate between the life forms it creates—nor does it care about them or value
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them. Amoral and impersonal causes cannot produce morality, unless there is a moral
standard outside of this naturalistic process.
Is it wrong when a lion kills a gazelle for dinner? Of course not; it’s only natural.
But why is it that we consider it unnatural when a human kills another human? For
instance, if someone broke into our house and killed one of our family members, we
wouldn’t call this nature; we would call it murder.
But what is the difference between a gazelle in the wilderness and a human
primate in your home? They both weigh the same. The gazelle has more body hair,
and it can run faster. On the other hand, your family member has a bigger brain,
walks upright, and can operate a remote control. While these two obviously have
some physical or behavioral differences, what is the moral difference between them?
Atheist Richard Carrier states that a human baby “has more value than any animal on
Earth, with the possible exception of adult apes or dolphins (or, perhaps, elephants).” 2
Yet when a pedophile rapes a child or when a serial murderer kills innocent
victims, do you think this is truly wrong? If you can perceive a moral law like this,
then it points to a moral Lawgiver—a moral Being who transcends nature.
Perception of freewill. The Bible teaches that God wanted free persons to choose to
relate to him, rather than having programmed machines which were forced to
mechanically respond to him (Mt. 23:37; Acts 14:16; Jn. 1:13). Humans have the
immediate awareness that we’re free to a large degree, but under a naturalistic
worldview, everything in the universe is the result of cause and effect. If there is
nothing beyond nature, then even our own thoughts and decisions would just be the
result of a physical process in motion. We might feel like we have free thoughts and
decisions, but this would simply be an illusion in the hardwiring of our conditioned
brains. As one atheistic thinker colorfully explains, “The brain secretes thought as the
liver secretes bile.”3
The reactions of our brains are certainly complex, but more complex reactions do not
create free will. For instance, imagine setting up ten dominos in a row, watching them
as they knock each other over. Now, imagine if you set up 50,000 dominos in a wide,
complicated maze. Of course, this would surely be more complex than the first set, but
not any more free. Atheistic thinkers are all too aware of this uncomfortable
consequence of a universe without God. Atheist J.L. Mackie calls our perception of
freewill “a useful illusion.”4 Atheist Susan Blackmore states that we need to “accept
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that we might be deeply deluded about our own minds”5 and our perception of freewill
is really just “a grand illusion.”6
Do you agree? Or do you have a direct and immediate perception that you are not
determined but within control of your own actions? If you sense that you do have a
freewill, this points to a supernatural aspect to reality, which transcends nature, rather
than being bound by it. Of course, it’s possible that humans are collectively deluded
about the fact that they have freewill, but does that answer make the most sense of
our perception of reality? Or does it make more sense that our awareness of these
realities points toward a Creator who endowed them within us?

SECTION 2: Evidence from Creation
The origin of the universe. Ever since the days of Aristotle, secular thinkers in the
Western world held that the universe had existed eternally in the past.7 But
remarkably the Bible claimed: “In the beginning, God created the heavens and the
earth” (Gen. 1:1; cf. Jn. 1:1; Heb. 11:3). Yet surprisingly, modern scientists confirmed
that the biblical view had been right all along: The universe had not existed eternally;
it sprung into being sometime in the past.
Modern physicists call this cataclysmic event “The Big Bang,” where all space,
time, matter, and energy sprung into existence from nothing. Agnostic physicist
Stephen Hawking states, “Almost everyone now believes that the universe, and time
itself, had a beginning at the Big Bang.”8 Likewise, agnostic physicists John Barrow
and Frank Tipler write, “At this singularity, space and time came into existence;
literally nothing existed before the singularity, so, if the Universe originated at such a
singularity, we would truly have a creation ex nihilo [or “out of nothing”].”9
Yet the ten million dollar question still remains: What (or Who) caused the Bang? If
you heard the sound of a grenade exploding in the street, what would you think?
Wouldn’t you try to discover what caused it? But if “little bangs” need causes, how
much more do “Big Bangs”? Commenting on this remarkable discovery, agnostic
Robert Jastrow writes, “This is an exceedingly strange development, unexpected by
all but the theologians. They have always accepted the word of the Bible: In the
beginning God created heaven and earth.”10
The organization of the universe. The Bible teaches that God created the laws of the
universe: God tells Jeremiah that he “the fixed laws of heaven and earth” (Jer. 33:25
NIV). In the last half century, physicists have discovered that the laws and constants
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of nature are not arbitrary; instead they contain a remarkable balance to allow for the
existence of life. In fact, if these laws weren’t exquisitely calibrated, life would be
impossible. Even atheist Richard Dawkins explains, “Physicists have calculated that,
if the laws and constants of physics had been even slightly different, the universe
would have developed in such a way that life would have been impossible. Different
physicists put it in different ways, but the conclusion is always much the same.”11
Agnostic John Barrow of Cambridge University explains that if the laws and
constants were even slightly different “there could be no imaginable forms of life at
all.”12 Agnostic physicist Paul Davies illustrates just one of these constants in this
way:
Had the explosion [of the Big Bang] differed in strength at the outset by
only one part in 1060, the universe we now perceive would not exist. To give
some meaning to these numbers, suppose you wanted to fire a bullet at a oneinch target on the other side of the observable universe, twenty billion light
years away. Your aim would have to be accurate to that same part in 1060.13

Davies documents roughly “thirty knobs”14 that need to be perfectly set in order
for life to exist. While just one of these constants would be nearly impossible to
explain by chance, we need to remember that there are actually several dozen, and
they all need to be calibrated with one another.
Incidentally, as result of these scientific discoveries, Antony Flew (one of the
most infamous atheistic philosophers of the 20th century) became a believer in God in
2004, writing a book titled There is a God in 2007.

SECTION 3: Evidence from Predictive Prophecy
The Bible teaches that only God knows the future (Isa. 41:21-29; 42:8-9; 44:25).
Repeatedly throughout the Bible, God predicts future events which can be verified:
The destruction of the city of Tyre. Ezekiel wrote, “They will destroy the walls of
Tyre and break down her towers; and I will scrape her debris from her and make her a
bare rock” (Ezek. 26:4). Alexander the Great surrounded the city in 332 BC, but the
people retreated to an island a half mile from the coast. To attack the city, Alexander
scraped the city of Tyre clean, throwing its stones and rubble into the
Mediterranean—thus fulfilling Ezekiel’s prophecy two hundred years later.
The decline of the Egyptian empire. The Egyptian empire reigned for millennia in the
ancient world. Yet Ezekiel predicted that it would become “an unimportant, minor
kingdom. It will be the lowliest of all the nations, never again great enough to rise
above its neighbors” (Ezek. 29:14-15 NLT). The nation of Egypt still exists today—
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even as a shadow of the great civilization that it used to be, exactly as the Bible
predicted.
The permanent destruction of Babylon. Isaiah predicted, “Babylon will never be
inhabited again. It will remain empty for generation after generation. Nomads will
refuse to camp there, and shepherds will not bed down their sheep” (Isa. 13:20 NLT).
When these predictions were made, the Hanging Gardens of Babylon were one of the
Seven Wonders of the World, and the city itself was an extravagant monument to
human achievement. Today, however, the modern city of Babylon is completely
desolate. An Iraqi tour guide web site notes, “Babylon lies completely in ruins. A
large and splendidly carved stone lion is all that remains of its former glories.” 15
The global dispersion and regathering of Israel. The Bible predicts the regathering of
the nation of Israel at the end of human history (Isa. 11:11-12; Jer. 31:38-40; Ezek. 37:1125; Hos. 3:3-5; Zech. 10:8-10). No other nation has ever been globally dispersed and
then regathered in such a way. Just to put this in perspective, this would be akin to
the government giving back the United States to the surviving Native American
population. In fact, this would be far more likely—given the fact that Native
Americans were not globally dispersed and have only been oppressed for a couple of
centuries, compared with the Jews who have been oppressed for two millennia. Yet
the Bible predicted the regathering of Israel numerous times millennia before this
event occurred in 1948.
The crucifixion of Jesus. David wrote, “A band of evildoers has encompassed me;
they pierced my hands and my feet” (Ps. 22:16). This psalm was written one thousand years
before Jesus ever walked the Earth and five hundred years before crucifixion was even
invented.16 Thus, David pictured a form of death for a future person, which hadn’t
even been invented yet.
The date of Jesus’ death to AD 33 (Dan. 9:24-27). The starting point—or decree—that
Daniel references occurred in Nehemiah 2, when King Artaxerxes allowed the Jews to
rebuild their city. This was in the spring of 444 BC. The years Daniel predicted
(“seven weeks and sixty-two weeks”) add up to 483 years (69 x 7 = 483). And yet, we
must remember that the Jewish people didn’t use our modern calendar system. They
used a 360 day calendar year and 30 day month—not a 365 day calendar year (Num. 20:29;
Gen. 7:11; 8:3-4; Rev. 11:2; 13:5; 12:6; 11:3). When we adjust the calendar accordingly, we
find that Daniel predicted 476 years on the solar calendar, bringing the prediction to
AD 33—the preferred date for Jesus’ death.
The life, death, resurrection, and legacy of Jesus (Isa. 42, 49, 50, 53). Isaiah states that
the Suffering Servant will be loved by God (Isa. 42:1), be endowed with God’s Spirit
(Isa. 42:1), have a global influence (Isa. 42:1, 4; 49:1; 52:15), be gentle and quiet (Isa. 42:23), represent the nation of Israel (Isa. 49:3), but be separate from it (Isa. 49:6), appear
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to fail in his mission, but actually succeed (Isa. 49:4; 53:1), be God’s salvation (Isa.
49:6),17 help the weary (Isa. 50:5), be innocent in God’s eyes (Isa. 50:7-9; 53:9), be
exalted like a King (Isa. 52:13; cf. 6:1), not look like a King (Isa. 53:2), be beaten beyond
recognition (Isa. 50:6; 52:14; 53:5), not defend himself of false accusations (Isa. 53:7), be
killed (Isa. 53:8), be buried in a rich man’s tomb (Isa. 53:9), be a sin offering for the
people (Isa. 53:10-11), and come back to life (Isa. 53:10).18
The global spread of the gospel. Isaiah wrote, “You will do more than restore the
people of Israel to me. I will make you a light to the Gentiles, and you will bring my
salvation to the ends of the earth” (Isa. 49:6 NLT; cf. 42:4). Jesus made the same
prediction, claiming that his message of love and forgiveness would reach the entire
world (Mt. 24:14). Roughly seven billion people fill the Earth today. According to the
United States Center for World Mission (USCWM), the message of Christ has reached
roughly four billion of these people (4.06).19 In his massive book World Christian
Trends, David Barrett writes, “The country with the fastest Christian expansion ever
is China, now at 10,000 new converts every day.”20
The general rejection of the Messiah by the nation of Israel. Isaiah predicted that God’s
own people wouldn’t believe the message about the Servant of God (Isa. 53:1; Ps.
118:22). The Servant be “despised and forsaken” and the nation of Israel “not esteem
Him” (Isa. 53:3). Instead the message of forgiveness would travel to the Gentile
nations (Isa. 49:6). Robert Newman observes, “[Jesus of Nazareth] is also the only
person claiming to be the Jewish Messiah who has founded a world religion among
Gentiles. This accomplishment would have been very difficult to stage. Furthermore,
the prophecy envisions quite an unusual event. Here is a figure who is to be a light to
Gentiles, but is abhorred by the nation Israel. Who would ever have expected that the
Jewish Messiah would be generally rejected by Jews but widely accepted by
Gentiles?”21 What person in human history has caused more non-Jewish people to
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come to faith in the God of Israel? Jesus has led more Gentiles to faith in the God of
the Hebrews than anyone else by a long shot.

SECTION 4: Evidence from History
Timeframe of the NT. Jesus has more written about him within less time than any
other figure from ancient times. For instance, the Roman emperor Tiberius has two
biographies that date eighty years after his death. Alexander has one biography that
dates 450 years after his death. By contrast, Jesus has four biographies that date within
one generation after his death. Even critics agree that the entire New Testament was
written before the close of the first century. For instance, even critic John Robinson
dated the entire New Testament before AD 65.22
Transmission of the NT. We do not have very many manuscripts from the ancient
world. Papyrus manuscripts easily disintegrated over time. For instance, we only have
seven copies of Plato’s works, and eight copies of historical books from Thucydides and
Herodotus; and these date over a millennium from the time they were written. We
have 643 copies of Homer’s Illiad which is more than any other ancient book…
With the exception of the New Testament. In fact, to date, we have 5,366
manuscripts of the New Testament.
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Author
Plato
Caesar
Herodotus
Thucydides
Tacitus
Demosthenes
Homer
New
Testament

Book
Gallic Wars
History
History
Annals
Illiad

Date
Written

Earliest
Copies

Time
Gap

No. of
Copies

400 B.C.
100-44 B.C.
480-425 B.C.
460-400 B.C.
A.D. 100
300 B.C.
800 B.C.

A.D. 900
A.D. 900
A.D. 900
A.D. 900
A.D. 1,100
A.D. 1,100
400 B.C.

1,300 yrs.
1,000 yrs.
1,350 yrs.
1,300 yrs.
1,000 yrs.
1,400 yrs.
400 yrs.

7
10
8
8
20
200
643

A.D. 50-100

A.D. 114
(fragment)
A.D. 200
(books)
A.D. 250
(most of NT)

+ 50 yrs.
100 yrs.
150 yrs.

5366

The New Testament has earlier documents and more documents than any other
work from antiquity. Textual critic Daniel Wallace writes, “Many of these are
fragmentary, of course, especially the older ones, but the average Greek New
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Testament manuscript is well over 400 pages long. Altogether, there are more than 2.5
million pages of texts.”24
Trivial details in the NT. Most so-called “holy books” either do not interact with
history, or repeatedly make historical inaccuracies. By comparison, the New
Testament grounds its events in historical reality. In fact, Luke’s historical accuracy is
so impressive that one of the greatest archaeologists of all time, Sir William Ramsay,
came to believe in Christianity because of it. Originally, Ramsay was a hostile critic
of the Bible. Early in his career, he set out on an archaeological quest to research much
of Asia Minor in an effort to disprove Luke’s history. Later in life he wrote, “Luke’s
historicity is unsurpassed in respect to its trustworthiness… Luke is a historian of the
first rank; not merely are his statements of fact trustworthy… this author should be
placed along with the very greatest of historians.”25
Testimonies from the enemies of Christianity. Imagine if you were put on trial in a
court of law, and several of your bitter enemies came to support your alibi. Just
consider how much this would support your case in a court of law. In a similar way,
ancient non-Christian historians and writers mention the crucifixion of Jesus. For
instance, Tacitus writes, “Christus… was put to death by Pontius Pilate, procurator of
Judea in the reign of Tiberius.”26 Elsewhere, Jewish historians record details about
Jesus’ death, which mention the fact that he was “hanged (or crucified) on the eve of
Passover.”27 Moreover, a Greek satirist named Lucian wrote, “The Christians, you
know, worship a man to this day… and was crucified on that account… they are all
brothers, from the moment that they are converted, and deny the gods of Greece, and
worship the crucified sage.”28 The evidence is so strong for the death of Jesus that even
critic John-Dominic Crossan states that Jesus’ death “is as sure as anything historical can
ever be.”29
Trustworthy Witnesses. In addition to hostile historians, we have many reasons to
believe that the writers of the New Testament were honest in their writings. The
disciples didn’t change the story, even when it would’ve benefited them. The disciples
wrote that they themselves were unintelligent (Mk. 9:32; Lk. 18:34), uneducated (Acts
4:13), uncaring (Mk. 14:32), cowardly (Mt. 26:33-25), and doubtful (Mt. 28:17). In fact,
Peter was even called “Satan” by Jesus in the biography that he helped author, the
gospel of Mark (Mk. 8:33). The disciples placed women at the empty tomb of Jesus, as
the first eyewitnesses of the resurrection in a day when women were second class
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citizens—unable to testify in a court of law.30 If they were fabricating the story (and
they were willing to change the details), they would never have placed women at the
empty tomb; they would’ve placed themselves at the empty tomb.
Moreover, Jesus’ closest disciples signed their testimonies in their own blood. For
instance, James son of Zebedee, was killed by Herod Agrippa I in AD 44.31 In AD 95,
Clement of Rome recorded that both Peter and Paul were martyred for their faith (1
Clement 5:4-5).32 Josephus recorded that Jesus’ brother, James, was martyred by
Jewish authorities. The fact that Josephus mentioned James must imply that he was a
notorious follower of Jesus.33
Many religious people have gone to their deaths for their beliefs, but these men
were different. They started the religion. They would’ve known that they themselves
were making it up. While religious fanatics will go to their deaths for what they
believe to be the truth, the disciples would’ve died for what they knew to be a lie. They
would have no motive for lying about their faith in Christ—other than the fact that
they believed it was true. This is why Peter writes that he wasn’t writing “myths”
when passing on the story about Christ (2 Pet. 1:16).

Conclusion
We do not have 100% certainty for many of the decisions that we make in life.
Instead, we trust in good evidence. Just like in a court of law, we shouldn’t wait until
we have confidence beyond all conceivable doubt; instead, we should make our decision
beyond all reasonable doubt. Based on the evidence, we stand on solid ground for
trusting our lives and eternities to Jesus Christ.
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